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Descripción
A new edition in a more manageable pocket-sized format, with new colour photos and
updated practical information, of the guide to the work of Antoni Gaudí published by Gustavo
Gili in 1990. This guide offers an exhaustive tour of the buildings the architect created in
Barcelona, without forgetting (in a final appendix) those he built in Castille, Cantabria and the
Balearic Islands. The description of each building is highly detailed and provides ample
documentation, both architectural (ground plans, cross-sections and elevations) and
photographic, with views of the interiors and details like ironwork, furniture and mosaics,
which illustrate the idea of the "total work of art" typical of his oeuvre.
Antoni Gaudí was an all-round architect whose works were personal and unique, as well as
being highly distinctive. Since his death he has greatly influenced other architects, both in
Catalonia and beyond. This is the only currently available guide to Gaudí's architecture. It
provides a thorough tour of the architect's buildings in Barcelona, and also includes a final
appendix dealing with his works in Castille, Cantabria and the Balearic Islands. There is a
detailed description of each building, with architectural information (ground plans, cross-

sections and elevations) and photographs (views of the interiors and the details like the
ironwork, furniture and mosaics that Gaudí produced for his works, in keeping with his idea
of the 'total work of art').

Home>GAUDÍ TOUR FULL DAY. Tour Duration: 8 Hours Max. Nº People: 9. Tour Type:
Transport Based Tour Price: Please ask for an updated fee. Tour Inclusions: A great in-depth
private Gaudí tour for 8 hours and skipping the waiting lines in the sites. Tour Exclusions:
Transportation and entrance fees are not included in.
Antonio Gaudi. (b. Reus, Spain 1852; d. Barcelona, Spain 1926). The son of a coppersmith,
Antonio Gaudi was born in Reus, Spain in 1852. He studied at the Escola Superior
d'Arquitectura in Barcelona and designed his first major commission for the Casa Vincens in
Barcelona using a Gothic Revival style that set a.
Unique artists travel books that make a great souvenir to take back home.
“Martin was a fabulous and knowledgeable guide!” Reviewed on November 14, 2017. It was
so great that the Gaudi tour still ran even with only 3 people. Martin was a wonderful guide,
was able to tell lots of stories and keep the tour entertaining! He also answered every question
that we had and took us to hidden.
Enjoy a free Barcelona Walking Tour with your Barcelona Pass - explore Gaudí's influence on
the city and learn about the master from an expert guide when you journey among Gaudí's
most famous buildings and monuments. This tour offers great insight into his major works
and stories from his life in Barcelona. Visit the.
Discover the Gaudi's Barcelona on this walking tour with your enthusiastic and script-free
guide. Over the course of two hours, stroll through the Gaudi's past and his lasting artful
impact while listening to your guide tell you about the history, the culture, and the art of
Barcelona and one of history's most beloved architects.
A fabulous way to spend a morning in beautiful Barcelona. A knowledgable guide, Tanja
escorted us with humor, patience and passion, imparting her vast knowledge on the subject
Gaudi and Barcelona. From Placa de Catalunya in a lovely air-conditioned bus, driven by
Jesus, to Casa Battlo, an incredible architectural.
18 Sep 2015 . As I stepped inside the Casa Batlló, a spectacular building in Barcelona designed
by the famous architect Antoni Gaudi in 1904, I was immediately handed a small tablet. It was
a bit bigger than a smartphone with some earphones and I assumed it was going to be a
straight-forward audio guide. But as I.
Barcelona Guide Bureau - Day Tours: Gaudi and Dali/Girona Tour - See 451 traveler reviews,
185 candid photos, and great deals for Barcelona, Spain, at TripAdvisor.
Official website of the Sagrada Família, Gaudí's emblematic temple in Barcelona. Online ticket

sales. . Gaudí's work and life. Learn about all sides of the architect. Ticket for Sagrada Família.
Audioguide. Ticket for Gaudí House Museum. 24€. TICKETS. Guided experience. Let
yourself be led by a specialised guide. Ticket for.
14 Oct 2016 . Here at Totally Spain we've been planning itineraries to Spain and Portugal for
16 years and thought it was high time we wrote about the amazing architecture in Gaudí's
Barcelona… Is any trip to Spain complete without experiencing Antoni Gaudí's architecture?
We think the answer is 'no' which is why so.
25 Dec 2017 . A GUIDE TO GAUDI ARCHITECTURE IN BARCELONA Download. Mon, 25
Dec 2017 07:35:00 GMT a guide to gaudi pdf - BARCELONAGUIDE 2 Money 3
Communication 4. Holidays 5 Transportation 6 Food 8 EventsDuringTheYear 9 Thingstodo 10
DOsandDONOTs 11 Activities. 15. EmergencyContacts.
22 Feb 2016 . There are thousands of books, articles and learned journals dedicated to Spain's
most famous architect, but the more you read, the more of an enigma the man becomes. Best
to keep things simple, so here's all you need to know to survive a dinner party debate about
Antoni Gaudí i Cornet. First off, do not.
31 Oct 2017 . This Gaudi Tour Guide is a self-guided tour to all important Gaudí sightseeing
places and also to some lesser-known Gaudi works. Buy it now at a discount!
Gaudi Guide: Xavier Guell: 9788425215582: Books - Amazon.ca.
Gaudi Guide [Xavier Guell] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Book by
Guell, Xavier.
Information on prices and tickets to visit the Gaudí House Museum. Official website of the
Gaudí House Museum. Go to the online ticket office.
Enjoy a free, 2.5-hour walking tour of Barcelona, exploring the city through the eccentric
architecture of Antoni Gaudi. You will visit some of his most unconventional buildings, with a
passionate guide to provide you with a fascinating commentary. During the tour, you will
discover what “Star Wars,” lollipops, and Gaudí have.
1° Our “Gaudí Extravaganza – Best of Barcelona Tour” explores the unconventional, breathtaking works of Antoni Gaudí all over town, in Discover Walks' trade-mark style – with a
passionate, enthusiastic and fun native of Barcelona as your guide. 2° You also obtain a skipthe-line, any-day, ticket for what Gaudí himself.
Whether you're visiting Gaudi's masterpiece for the first time or returning, this guided tour is a
perfect opportunity to get the full Sagrada Familia experience.
A walking audio travel tour guide in English by Barcelona Turisme in Barcelona.
Park Güell offers a guided tour service in different languages so that you can learn first-hand
about the history and symbols of this space, which is one of Antoni Gaudí's most stunning and
complete works. Accompanied by a specialised guide, a guided tour will take you back
through time to late 19th century Barcelona,.
This is where the most impressive of Gaudí's designs are to be found, including the world
famous mosaic bench. To enter this area you now have to pay (8€ at the time of writing, with
a 1€ discount for buying online). You may want to consider downloading the free mobile app
audio guide for Android or Apple.
Free audio guide. The audio guide, included in the ticket price of La Pedrera by day, provides
information to the visitor about the visitable areas and the main features of the building and
the architect Antoni Gaudí. Available in the following languages: Catalan, Spanish, English,
French, German, Portuguese, Italian and.
This intriguing visit will lead you to one of Gaudi's last residences, giving you a little insight
into Gaudi's world. - Gaudi House Museum (Parc Güell) in the leading guide to Barcelona.
Form to make a reservation for guided tours for groups, agency or an official guide.

9 Jan 2014 . There's more to Gaudí than Park Güell and the Sagrada Familia. In this guide you
will discover all of his works that remain visitable today.
1 Mar 2016 . A quick and easy guide to Gaudi in Barcelona. As the city's most famous
architect, here's what you can (and must) see! What's your favorite Gaudí building?
Included. Air conditioned motor coach; Bilingual official guide; Guided walking tour of the
Park Güell with entrance; Guided walking tour of the outside of the Sagrada Família; Guided
walking tour of the Passeig de Gràcia (Casa Milà “La Pedrera” and Casa Batlló).
Barcelona - Discover Avinguda de Gaudí and live the real experience with the Green Michelin
Guide - find useful information and opening times - Avinguda de Gaudí.
12 Feb 2017 . Booktrail #literarytravel to the locations in Gaudi: A Biography by Gijs Van
Hensbergen Book set in Barcelona #travelbybook #LiteraryTravelAgency. . Gaudi: A
Biography. Author/Guide: Gijs Van Hensbergen. Why a Booktrail? 1852-1926: The first critical
biography of one of the twentieth century's greatest.
14 Dec 2017 . The Casa Milà, known as La Pedrera, is a modernist building that was designed
by the architect Antoni Gaudí and built between 1906 and 1910. This fantasy in stone appears
to have been carved out of the living rock, hence its nickname "La Pedrera - the quarry". This
was Gaudí's last secular work before.
Gaudí House-Museum is located within the beautiful land of the Park Güell , one of the most
notorious works of the great Antoni Gaudí. This monument is been declared World.
One tip if you are on a budget / don't like the sound of the audio guide (excuse the pun)… To
the right of the church (as you leave through the back entrance), there is a free S.F Museum
with photos of the building at various stages and further information on Gaudi. Within the
museum, as you walk along the corridor, there is.
Begun in 1882 by public subscription, the Sagrada Família was originally intended as a
modest, expiatory building that would atone for the city's increasingly revolutionary ideas.
When Antoni Gaudí – only 31 years of age – took charge, he changed the direction and scale
of the project almost immediately, seeing in the.
13 Oct 2017 . Discover our visual tour of the most beautiful buildings in Barcelona designed
by Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí.
Discover Gaudí's Masterpiece, La Sagrada Familia. La Sagrada Familia, a stunning,
uncompleted Roman Catholic Church in Barcelona, is one of Spain's top attractions. Visit the
church and experience first-hand the grandeur of this architectural wonder. Sagrada Familia.
The NH Concierge's Tips. Go to the Barcelona guide.
Barcelona's Casa Batlló. BCN Rentals Guide to the UNESCO World Heritage building in
Barcelona designed by Antoni Gaudi.
27 Jun 2016 . Probably the most famous landmark in Barcelona, the Sagrada Família is the
crown jewel of Antoni Gaudi's artistic work. Construction . It's designed in the Gothic and
Modernisme styles – Gaudi's specialties – and is covered in intricate facades, and carvings. ..
Your friendly neighbourhood travel guide,.
26 May 2015 . You cannot take a trip to Barcelona and ignore the work of Antoni Gaudí even
if you tried, throughout the city his amazing work is staring you in the face. Either in buildings
created by him if not then by buildings inspired by him. Gaudí is everywhere in this city and
you might as well embrace it. Antoni Gaudí.
Gaudi's masterpieces are known as the must-go-to places in Barcelona. Are you ready to see
his works through the eyes of a local? Listen to local stories and enjoy the perfect artistic
journey with your own private guide!
The centre of the Eixample district, on the Passeig de Gràcia, features some of Antoni Gaudí's
most striking and best-known buildings. On the corner of Carrer Provença, stands the Casa

Milà, popularly known as La Pedrera, the Catalan for stone quarry, with its undulating forms
reminiscent of the waves of the ocean. Further.
Tour length: 4 hours. If you want to visit the Casa Batlló, the tour length will be: 5 hours. With
a bit more planning, we can also arrange visits to other Gaudí works, such as Palau Güell,
Finca Güell, or the Gaudí Crypt; talk to us about special arrangements. All tours include: •
Personal attention • Expert guides in Gaudí's works
23 Nov 2016 . Gaudi was also well-known for his use of colour in his architecture, such as
coloured tiles arranged in mosaic patterns. Gaudi's work . Here are some of Gaudi's great
works of architecture that you must see when you visit Barcelona: . https://www.barcelonatourist-guide.com/en/gaudi/barcelona-gaudi.html.
I just came back from a trip to Europe and have had the pleasure of visiting Gaudi's work. I
didn't know anything about this architect, and still don't know enough, but I was absolutely
amazed at his work, and our tour guide seemed like she was quite passionate about it. I'm
curious if he inspired other architects, I certainly.
If you would like to walk around Barcelona, discovering its history and secrets, this walking
tour from the hands of a local tour guide will delight you!
Explore the bizarre world of the visionary architect Antoni Gaudí on a 3-hour tour of
Barcelona's Modernista masterpieces, focusing on the incomplete Sagrada Familia and the
sublime apartment block of the Casa Batlló. Your guide will explain what makes each so
extraordinary, pointing out details and hidden symbols,.
7 May 2017 . Comprehensive Guide to visiting over 20 Gaudí sites in Barcelona. Antoni Gaudí
is the most famous architect of the Catalan Modernism movement, and there are a number of
Gaudí sites in Barcelona Spain that you can visit. Although Gaudí is best known for his
masterpiece Sagrada Família as well as.
Private tour of Antonio Gaudí's works in Barcelona with licensed tour guides.
This 3-hour Gaudí tour in Barcelona, visiting Casa Batlló with skip-the-line tickets, explores
the works of Gaudí and the modernist movement in Madrid.
3 Oct 2012 . Learn more about the famous landmarks of Gaudi in Barcelona, from Park Guell
to the Sagrada Familia. Unique . The most iconic landmarks of Barcelona are signed by Gaudi,
and they also happen to be the most popular. For a good reason .. do in montreal A Local's
Guide to Visiting Montreal in the Fall
2 Jun 2017 . His usual imposing style can be seen throughout the park – bright colours,
unusual architectural forms, influences from nature that include natural shapes and curves.
The grounds of the park are pretty big and it can be bit overwhelming on arrival. To make life
a little easier, check out our guide on what to.
19 Dec 2001 . This document is intended as a combination of user guide and tutorial for the
use of the. Gaudi application framework software. It is complemented principally by two
other. “documents”: the Architecture Design Document (ADD) [1], and the online autogenerated reference documentation [2]. A third.
Gaudí Route Guide. This guide book takes readers round Gaudí's work with several itineraries
through Barcelona and other Catalan locations. Text: Tate Cabré. Photographs: Lluís Casals,
Miquel Badia, Joan Anton Fontanals. Price: €12. Available in the following languages: Catalan,
Spanish, English, French and.
AbeBooks.com: Gaudi Guide: First edition. Fine, in decorated wrappers. 208 pages. Text is in
English.
12 Jul 2017 . I try to be judicious about which cities I describe as “magical,” but Barcelona
deserves the word. While Madrid searches for its place among Europe's capital cities, and
Seville has its rich history, Barcelona has a particular allure I'd not encountered before.

Whether it's an impromptu evening soccer game in.
How it works: download the iOS app "Barcelona Map and Walks" on iTunes App Store or the
Android app "Barcelona Map and Walks" on Google Play. The app turns your mobile device
into a personal tour guide and its built-in GPS navigation functions guide you from one tour
stop to next. The app works offline so no data.
FIRST RATE BARCELONA GAUDI TOUR. "Pre-booked with Runner Bean Tours for the
Gaudi tour and had a great time! Ann-Marie was incredibly knowledgeable and put everybody
quickly at ease. I would recommend without reservation" Read on Trip Advisor. THEIR
GAUDI TOUR IS A MUST DO. "Our guide, Tati, was.
You experience begins at the Casa Mila entrance where you will meet your guide. After that,
you will head inside the building to explore the dreamy design and architecture that Gaudi's
creations are famous for. The tour will take you to various sections of the building such as the
Provença and Passeig de Gràcia courtyard,.
Gaudi: Michelin Guide review, users review, type of cuisine, opening times, meal prices ..
Antoni Gaudí.1852- 1926. Spanish Catalan architect and figurehead of Catalan Modernism.
"Those who look for the laws of Nature as a support for their new works collaborate with the
creator." | See more ideas about Barcelona spain, Travel guide and Abandoned churches.
6 Mar 2017 . Gaudi's unfinished cathedral – it's scheduled to be completed in 2026, a century
after his death – has become Barcelona's leading tourist trap, where Disney-like queues form
outside for tickets and audio guides every morning. Familiarity hasn't made the structure any
less strange though, with its tactile.
Tour Details. When: Daily at 9 AM all year round; Duration: 3 hours 30 min. Language:
English; Price includes: Entrance fees to Casa Batlló (worth 23.50 €) & Sagrada Família (worth
15 €); Transport: Comfortable roomy air-conditioned private bus. Please note that all our
coach tours involve some light walking. Itinerary:.
13 Mar 2017 - 7 min - Uploaded by Barcelona Guide BureauSuscríbete: goo.gl/1WQNSl
TOUR: http://www.barcelonaguidebureau.com/daily- tours/the .
Our Forever Barcelona Private Gaudi Tour is our most popular tour, and here is why: Our
guides are experts that will be happy to answer as many questions you have. With us you get
to skip all the lines without having to worry about getting tickets in advance: we take care of
all that. And you'll be efficiently navigated around.
25 Feb 2016 . While many Gaudí buildings exist in the region, his most famous works are in
Barcelona. Part of the Modernisme and Art Nouveau movements in Spain, Gaudí drew on
architectural history, nature and religion for inspiration. A unique, memorable way to explore
Barcelona is through getting lost in some of.
Skip to content. Rickshaw Tours Barcelona. home; Contact. home; Contact.
rickshaws_tours_barcelona_18. March 11, 2015 July 27, 2015 ivans Barcelona. Gaudi guide
tour. Post navigation. Arc de Triomf · Tweets por el @HappyRentalBike. TripAdvisor ·
Rickshaw Tours Barcelona. Reserve or contact us: Carrer Roger de.
Barcelona Guide Bureau - Day Tours: Gaudi Tour - See 455 traveler reviews, 194 candid
photos, and great deals for Barcelona, Spain, at TripAdvisor.
Great tour, information, and guide. Gaudi's work is well worth the seeing!!! Read
Norahsmed's full Norwegian Epic cruise review. Provider: Viatot. Member Image
LadyImpactOhio. 3 reviews. Feb 2017. Very interesting. Familia Sograda was breath taking,.
Read LadyImpactOhio's full Viking Sea cruise review. Provider: Viking.
Each building its own magic and story to tell. Gaudí helped give Barcelona an image that it
holds to this day, throughout Spain and the world. One of the most important things to add to
your travel guide to Barcelona is trips to see Gaudí's work. Fun Fact: As a religious catholic,

all of Gaudí's buildings were dedicated to G-d,.
Explore Barcelona's architectural masterpieces and visit some of Gaudi's legendary works in
this skip-the-line Gaudi tour. Accompanied by a well-informed guide, visit and study some of
the most spectacular buildings and sights of Barcelona, designed by Antoni Gaudi, the
visionary architect of Barcelona's modernist period.
5 Oct 2009 . . of these places, keep in mind many of the houses are closed on Mondays. Gaudí
is not my favorite designer, but he uses color well and his work is always unique. Searching
out his works is a different way to see Barcelona. For more information, visit my page on
backpacking Europe or my guide to Spain.
Antoni Gaudí created some amazing buildings in Barcelona. Enjoy pictures of Barcelona Gaudí
architecture including La Sagrada Familia, Park Güell, Casa Batlló.
25 Jun 2014 . Although already an icon in architectural circles, “birthday boy” Antoni Gaudí
may soon be receiving a new accolade: sainthood. Due to his renowned, unique style and
tireless efforts on La Sagrada Família, Gaudi, potentially our first Patron Saint of Architects,
will be beatified by Pope Francis within the next.
Casa Vicens, the eighth structure in Barcelona listed as UNESCO World Heritage in 2005, will
open its doors to the public for the first time this fall!
I would recommend you to either read a lot about Gaudí so you know exactly what you are
looking at or get an audio guide onsite if you are visiting the buildings on the inside. If you
only see the façade outside, get a good book or a travel guide, to observe Gaudí buildings and
take the most out of it, it is better that you have a.
Join this tour to get an overview of Gaudí's buildings designed with his unique architecture
and personal touch. Get to know interesting facts about his history.
Park Güell, Gaudí landscaping Barcelona. Antoni Gaudí based his project on the English
garden-city model and imported it to Barcelona in the early 20th century. Between 1900 and
1914, the architectural genius injected it with small doses of geniality until he completed a
unique work combining architecture and landscape.
The boundless imagination of Antoni Gaudí created a very personal style that pervades every
nook and cranny of this house. With the aim of capturing his limitless genius and decoding the
architect's language, Casa Batlló has opted to make use of new technologies in a big way: we
have included . Premium Video Guide.
The name Gaudi will forever be associated with the city of Barcelona. Gaudi was born into a
modest family in Réus. His avant-guard work.
A new edition in a more manageable pocketsized format, with new colour photos and updated
practical information, of the guide to the work of Antoni Gaudi published by Gustavo Gili in
1990. This guide, the only one currently available on Gaudi's architecture, offers an exhaustive
tour of the buildings the architect created in.
22 Feb 2017 . I am so excited to share this Antoni Gaudí guide to Barcelona! I lived in
Barcelona for one magical year, and was constantly inspired by Antoni Gaudí's work. You will
see his designs speckled all over the streets of Barcelona, and over the course of a year, I
visited (almost) every creation by Antoni Gaudí.
30 Jan 2017 . Fashion blogger Diana Pearl of Pearl Girl shares a tourist guide to Barcelona,
Spain focusing on the architecture of Antoni Gaudi.
Join the original Barcelona FREE Walking Tour, discover Barcelona on a budget, explore
Barcelona by Bike or visit the incredible works of Gaudi and enjoy Barcelona with local freelance guides. The SANDEMANs famous Free Tour is the perfect introduction to Barcelona, a
great way to orientate yourself in the city.
The main highlight, apart from the food and drink, of any trip to Barcelona is all the free art

everywhere. Gaudi made the city what it is!
Sagrada Familia (indoor guided tour). Your Licensed Official Guide will meet you at your
hotel lobby or at your ship pier to start your fabulous Gaudí Tour. You'll start the tour going
to Park Güell, and on the way you will see the Cataluña square, the famous Paseo de Gracia,
where there are located the Gaudí most important.
6 Jun 2017 . If you've ever been to Barcelona, chances are you've heard of the incredibly
talented and influential Spanish architect Antoni Gaudí. Though he started as part of the
Modernista movement, he quickly differentiated himself from the other modernist architects of
the time. With his own unique style and flair,.
4 May 2015 . It's difficult to ignore the stunning architecture designed by local Catalan, Antoni
Gaudi! Check out our guide to Gaudi architecture in Barcelona.
1 Mar 2016 . When you think of modern Barcelona there is one name that stands out- Gaudi.
The term gaudy is derived from the artist and architect's name. Antoni Gaudi was the best
known Spanish architect of the late 19th century and into the 20th century. He was one of the
founders of the modernist art and.
Buy Gaudi Guide by Xavier Guell (ISBN: 9788425215582) from Amazon's Book Store.
Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
Barcelona.com: Discovering Antoni Gaudi in Barcelona, Spain - Antoni Gaudi the genius
modernist architect of Barcelona.
Antoni Gaudí is the famed Catalan architect and figurehead of Catalan Modernism and his
work has greatly influenced the face of Barcelona Architecture . Ga.
Take a 90-minute guided tour of Park Güell, designed by renowned architect Antoni Gaudí
and arguably Barcelona's most beautiful public space. Follow your guide on an in-depth
exploration of this magnificent site, checking out some of its most picturesque sights and
learning fascinating facts about its eccentric designer,.
1 May 2012 . One of the main attractions in Barcelona is the work of Gaudi, a Catalan architect
best known for his flowy, drippy, mosaic work accented with twisted ornamental flourishes.
Although his architecture can be found all over town, the most popular destinations for
viewing it are Parc Guell and the Sagrada.
22 Apr 2016 . Ever wanted to learn the secrets of Gaudí, Barcelona's architectural master? Join
us for a list of Gaudí's best spots in Barcelona.
Are you looking for a Gaudi Tour for Kids? Book our Gaudi Experience for Kids and the
whole family will have fun discovering the amazing works of architecture by Antoni Gaudì
that embellish the city of Barcelona. During your private Gaudi kids tour you will spend 4
hours with a child-friendly private guide who will entertain.
Meet your tour guide in Plaza Catalunya, and discover what makes these buildings
extraordinary - the detail, the symbols, the structural secrets and the technical innovation.
Enjoy this guided tour of Casa Batllo and the Sagrada Familia, Gaudi's master work. Sagrada
Familia, is the last on the tour so you can stay and.
You don't need a tour guide to see Gaudi's major works in Barcelona. You can do it yourself
by taxi or metro! The Metro is easy to use and the ticket machines have an English option
(look for the British flag icon and select Metro Zone 1). From the cruise ship terminal, take the
Blue Shuttle to metro station Drassanes (L3.
3 Jun 2017 . Our Original Guide To Antoni Gaudi in Barcelona and Beyond: Traveling to
Barcelona is such a treat. The city bustles with excitement and there's history around every
corner. Barcelona is a sea-side city, the second largest in Spain, and everywhere you look,
there's art, architecture, quaint streets, and some.
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